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MARK OF EXCELLENCE: PRODUCTS

BenQ HT6050 Home 
Theater Projector 
BenQ says it put its focus 
on vivid color reproduction 
in compliance with THX 

certification with the HT6050. It features the 
company’s CinemaMaster technologies, 
enhancing video content to deliver stunning 
image quality right out the box. benq.us, $3,799
 

Epson America Pro 
Cinema LS10500 
Reflective Laser 
Projector  

Featuring 4K and HDR compatibility with 
Epson’s 3LCD Reflective laser technology, the 
Pro Cinema LS10500 projector accepts 4K UHD 
input for especially detailed, crystal clear 
images with a superb range of brightness and 
contrast. epson.com, $7,999  
 

LG Electronics 
Signature 77-inch 
OLED 4K TV (77W7)The 
77W7 is the first “Wallpaper 

TV.” Its ultra-thin profile is a feat of engineering, 
with gapless design and advanced display 
technologies to provide an immersive viewing 
experience. lg.com, $27,999

Peerless-AV 
UltraView Outdoor TV 
Weather-resistant and 
maintenance-free, Peerless-
AV’s UltraView TVs make it 

easy and affordable for homeowners to add 
digital entertainment to their outdoor living 
spaces. Available in 49-, 55- or 65-inch screen 
sizes, the TVs are equipped with an LED backlight 
to provide 1080p resolution for bright and crisp 
visuals. peerless-av.com, $2,999-$5,999 
  

WINNER
Sony Electronics  
XBR-65Z9D 4K  
HDR Ultra HD TV 

Sony says its Z-series offers near-perfect black 
levels combined with the ability to reproduce 
brightness and color of the real world, while 

other content gets upscaled and enhanced to 
look like 4K High Dynamic Range (HDR). 
sony.com, $5,499
 

Vivitek  
Qumi Q8 
Vivitek says the Qumi 
Q8 is the smallest native 
1080p projector and the 

first native 1080p LED pocket projector. It offers 
up to 1,000 lumens color brightness and 30,000:1 
contrast. Its energy-efficient LED lamp has 30,000 
hours of operation and projects an image up to 
120 diagonal inches. vivitekusa.com, $999 

WINNER EPV Screens
DarkStar eFinity 

The DarkStar eFinity features EPV’s edgefree 
design and .9 gain material that rejects 95 per-
cent of environmental ambient light. It offers 
ISF-Certified color balance, contrast, and clar-
ity in a full 180-degree viewing angle. A 9mm 
edge bezel, LED backlighting kit is included. 
epvscreens.com, $3,998 
  

EPV Screens
Polar Max Tension 
EPV’s PolarMax Tension 
Series is a retractable ambi-

ent light rejecting projector screen. It features a 
tab-tensioned 1.5 gain PolarStar material with 
a sleek aluminum casing. Its fast-acting 14-rpm 
tubular motor integrates IR/RF control and a 
12-volt trigger to synchronize with projector 
operation. epvscreens.com, $2,074   

LG Electronics
38-inch Class 21:9 
UltraWide WQD + IPS 
Curved LED Monitor

The 38-inch monitor (38UC99), the world’s 
first according to LG, is designed to deliver an 
immersive experience thanks to its curved 
form factor, extra screen real estate, crisp 
sound and versatile features that cater to 
home entertaining buffs, creative professionals 
and gaming enthusiasts. lg.com, $1,499

Stewart Filmscreen 
Phantom HALR 
Phantom HALR is a large-
format HDR screen that 
excels in high ambient 
light environments. Phan-
tom can be configured for 
acoustic transparency, 

and can be made as a disappearing Electric-
Screen or fixed-frame screen model with an 
elegant frame to complement surrounding 
décor. stewartfilmscreen.com, Custom 

 

Crestron 4K DM 
Receiver with Scaler 
and Downmixing

The DM 4K Receiver with Scaler and Downmix-
ing (DM-RMC-4K-C-DSP) is a compact, one-
box solution that enables the integration of 
Ultra HD or 4K DCI with complete control and 
advanced digital audio processing, anywhere 
in the home. crestron.com, $2,200
 

WINNER DISH Network Hopper 3 
Hopper 3 powers connected 

homes with the ultimate in video entertainment 
thanks to features such as 16 shareable tuners, 
4K UHD video, AutoHop, 2TB whole-house DVR 
space and built-in apps like Netflix, YouTube and 
GameFinder. dish.com, $349 

LG Electronics Ultra 
HD Blu-ray Player 
(UP970)

LG’s UP970 is a new Ultra HD Blu-ray disc 
player that optimizes 4K Blu-ray content for 4K 
UHD televisions and projectors supporting up 
to 60 frames per second (FPS). lg.com, $299
 

  
 

WINNER  
 

Ring Video Doorbell Pro
Ring’s Wi-Fi Video Doorbell Pro 
enables homeowners to moni-
tor and protect their home from 
afar. It boasts a 1080p HD cam-
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